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So be my passing—
M y task accomplished, and the long day done,
M y wages taken, and in my heart 
Some late Lark  singing,
Let me be gathered to the quiet West,
Th e sundown splendid and serene;

—  Henley. ( Margarita Sorm ,)
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SW EET SINGING LARK, BE THOU M Y  
CLARK,

A N D  KNOW THY W HEN TO SAY  
“ A M E N !" -H e rr ic k .

Y  D E A R  F R A N K  B U R G E S S :—

It is not likely that you will forget 
an April morning in the studio, heie 
on the Barbary Coast, when we 
demolished Decadence and picked 
Hope out of the dust-heap, and 

a fine enthusiasm took her to lunch with us at the 
nor how there the L ar k

with
Restaurant aux Gourmets; 
was named in a baptism of vin ordinaire, and while we 
as sponsors, kindled and flamed, the ouvrier of the Quarter 
fed stolidly at the next table, little guessing, as he has 
not yet learned, the splendour of the moment!

I half think that even now the w hole performance of 
the L a r k  has its value chiefly as an expression of that 
initial enthusiasm, and the ouvriers of the literary work
shops have gone on stolidly feeding, and have never detected 
that quality as the key-note of all the fantasy and most of 
the seriousness. They have chosen, too, to regard the 
L a r k  as an exotic — the product of sips of Benedictine and 
Chartreuse (with an occasional tipple of cherry brandy to 
sustain the Cock-Robin side of the show), and have not 
caught the simpler flavour of that baptisimal draught of the 
common wine of the country . . . .  With all the eccentricity, 
and in spite of it, I know that flavour to be there, and 
in the two years of L a r k s  I see the unconscious demon
stration of the idea that is native to the earth and air of 
California —  the idea of sloughing old coats of tradition and 
restraint, and starting unencumbered in the race —  and with 
the face full front ahead, rather than half over the shoulder.



W H E N  T U N E L E S S  B IR D S S C R E A M  
ROUND FORLORN, REG RET THE
L A R K !----  —Campbell.

N objection has been made, that what the 
L a r k  has had to say has been for the 
specialized interest of the few, and I 
think the objection is true enough, and 
amounts to an accusation when it is 
brought into apposition to the point I am 

trying to make as to its nati.veness — but you know that the 
slopes of the Presidio yield acres of green grass for cows, 
and only an occasional iris, though I am not so sure but 
that the cow eats the iris with a relish for the rarity.

At any rate we know that an Italian scavenger was caught 
on a public street of the town reading from a L a r k , and 
there follows a confusion of my argument — for he had 
undoubtedly found it in the ash-barrel of a client— less 
a native?

But the iris is the product of the Spring — born of the 
refreshed earthj and returning again into it, and is not to be 
classed with the sustaining fruits of the Autumn. Its best 
service is to give a day’s delight and to remain a grateful 
memory. So with the L a r k , which was ’ prentice work, 
haled into a publicity that is given so easily, and is so poor 
a preparation for the serious practice of any art.



OPT H A V E  WE W ATCHED THE  
SPECKLED LA R K  ARISE, - k, white.

P E R S O N A L L Y  regret the garrulous
ness of the world of letters that forbids a 
man to struggle out of obscurity, and 
hounds him while he is still groggy on the 
legs of extreme youth. How far we cared, 
how fer its welcome affected the L a r k , 
it is hard to say; porhaps it put metal 

into it, and so bettered it; but all said and done, the public 
critics (all save one) have insisted upon the surprise and 
the superficial oddity of it, and they have not felt the glow 
from the real fire of its serious and sincere enthusiasm.

I insist that sincerity and seriousness made the fire of 
the enthusiasm, that it could not have been maintained 
without. And there, after all, is the reward for any one of 
us who cares for his trade. It is not the response, nor the 
approval, nor yet the purchaser, that makes his labour worth 
while. It is to have really cared to do the thing, and in the 
doing to have caught fire — to have suffered an enthusiasm.

Looking back, the enthusiasm that made the L a r k , 
smacks of a youth we have already passed yet we shall 
pray to retain it till Death comes rapping at the door, and 
we step out into the dark.

A p ril 1 5 , 189  7.
B ru ce  Po r t e r .



AS IF  A  LA R K  SHOULD SUD D ENLY  
DROP D EAD

rW ARD  the Nation marches, and in sigh 
O f this fa r  Western sea, whose ripples 

glow,
Widd toward the sunset,— with its staff 

does smite
The rock o f hope that golden streams 

may flow.
This is our Promised Land', beyond compare 
The last, most fru itfu l Eden, rich and fa ir .
Here may rue build our hearth-stones, and in glee 
O f new possession and with song may we

Set out the grape and fig, and seed-corn strew.
O, gallant husbandmen, what soil have ye ! —

This vintage shall the old world's youth reneiv!

O fresh free West, what need to noiu recite
H er beauties and her blessings,— all men know!

The day rings with her praises and delight,
A ll the earth's good she has without the woe.

The joy o f youth is hers, a future rare 
Is hers to w in,—the byegone ages' heir;
Strong, reckless, fran k a?id generous is she,
Holding with thoughtless hand her fortune's key.

Yet underneath her sun and heavens blue 
The vine shall y  ield, and it shall come to be

This vintage shall the old world's youth renew!

Thai may we plant here nothing but the Right, —
1 'he seeds o f E rro r may we never sow!

The soil is virgin and the sunshine bright
The glad warm rains shall make the verdure grow .

Strike deep the furrow  straight, with forthright care,
A nd garner all the spendthrift seasons bear!
Then shall a nation rise o f such degree 
As never Argonaut e'er hoped to see.

A  thousand harvests shall not h a lf subdue 
The power o f this lands abundant fee;

This vintage shall the old world's youth renewl



W IL E  THE BLUE A IR  Y E T  TREM BLES 
WITH ITS SONG. -L o w e ll.

B rin g no old myths to exercise their might 
On her grey mountains' grim defending row,

Let the dead heroes linger in the nighty —
Not in her meadows, where w ild flowers blowl 

False gods are a ll behind, ah leave them there, —
Let a new race breathe o f her IVestern a ir !
Tribe after tribe has lived and left her free ;
Aztec and Indian saiv this Western sea,

Conquerors and conquered, — and the Spaniard, too,
Passed and was gone, — it was her fate's decree 

This vintage shall the old world's youth renew!

High as her hills shall be her honour's height, —
Deep as her gorges, loyalty shall go;

Broad as her plains or as her eagle's flight 
Shall be the freedom she shall the?i bestow<

This is the field, so gird ye and prepare 
To conqtier and to hold; to brave and dare 
The perils o f her wealth, — ?ior bow the knee 
To the dead laws, nor from live truths to flee!

Thus only shall we fare the long years through 
I f  the land fattens, and on slope and lea

This vintage shall the old world's youth renew!

O pioneer, what task is laid fo r  thee!
Not thine to taste the fru it, but plant the tree.

The years o f strife are thine;  i f  thou art true 
Thy sons' sons shall enjoy the jubilee!

This vintage shall the old world's youth renew!
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MUTE, ON A  SUDDEN, IS THE LA R K !
— W ar ton.

T  is good to be young. It is good,'too, to 
be old, if one has aged slowly and evenly 
by a natural process of ripening that 
sweetens and mellows. There is a mood 
and a jo y  for every stage of the tranfL

tion for hinl who can near the melody of 
change and inflection. It is the very tune 

of life, and such is its beauty, when one hears aright, that 
joy and pain, content and doubt, fall into lovely relations, 
and exist not only in themselves, but also as part of the 
Eternal Music of existence:

But we do not often give pause to these harmonies; we 
miss the subtle relations, and the recurrence of the Theme 
in the variant key, finds us childishly wondering at its 
strange newness. We do not see the form that persists, 
coloured as it is by what we deem the chances of Fate and 
accident. The youth seemingly dies out of us as maturity 
comes on, and Age, we think, has its own time and its own 
dominant chords, a part of the sequence, perhaps, but not 
akin to what has gone before, in motive or in meaning.

But to those who have lived most truly there must come 
a time when, to the inward ear, the symphony of life is 
revealed. Perhaps, some moment of exaltation brings the 
knowledge of its meaning; perhaps, in that last solemn 
hour before the end, the music swells into a chorus of voices 
that cry aloud to the soul. Youth calls again out of the 
past, Manhood speaks to Age, and the harmony of the 
Spirit is heard unifying and harmonizing the songs of Life; 
the same Theme soars and drops and rises again, and the 
melody endures.



WHITHER, O SW EET LA R K ! WHITHER 
A W A Y?

assist
— Mackay.

ND so these pages may, perhaps, have 
something of the verity of life. I f  they 
have been sincere and spontaneous and 
faithful to an honest motive, played as
clearly and as truly as we could flute it,—

-**----- 1- ~   
not witnout tuscorus ana iaise notes,—lor
the eye of youth oft wanders from the

score,—this phase of life may fall in with the deeper truths
and find its place in the Symphony.

May it not be the same Theme after all, set in the major 
key, and pitched in the treble register of Humour? It is 
the Presto movement,— short and gay,—timed to the beat* 
ing of hearts not yet slowed down to the swing of larger 
duties and desires, quickened by the joy of life and the 
beauty of Nature, the mother; pulsing v/ith the hope and 
promise of the West, impatient of restraint and convention, 
y at tempered by the uninsistent accompaniment of a serious 
purpose that subdues the thoughtlessness of pure abandon. 
For the gravity of the ages is upon us, and if. the lesson of 
gavety is to be taught, it must be contrasted with the dig
nity of high resolve. The deeper notes should break into 
the air at times, so as to prepare the advent of the new key, 
and before the pause there should have been the suggestion 
of a nobler effort.

In this promise must lie what is worth while in the book. 
Its brief song must be but the prelude of a fuller and deeper 
earnestness. But it is surely well to express the gladness 
of May, for beauty and joy are the attributes of eternal 
youth, and the sunshine of December is not a mere memory 
of the Spring, but a happiness in itself. It is a part, too, 
of Life.



NOR SH ALL THE MOUNTING L A R K  
THE MUSE D E T A IN  - Gay.

H E  L a r k  has never been fond of person
alities. It has never eared to explain 
its actions, or translate its song into the 
idiom of the hour. It has believed that 
there is a quality of humour as there is 
of music, whose essence is not describ- ' 

able, and it has ventured its essays in the hope that some 
would smile, though they knew not why. It has dealt in 
symbols recognizable by a certain caste, one whose numbers 
have been too few to be represented in the literature of the 
day. In this hope the L a r k  has been abundantly 
rewarded, for surely no periodical ever made warmer 
friends, though it may have made a greater number.

And because of this intimacy it may be privileged, now, 
to speak of itself as to friends, and to say the v/ord that 
was forbidden before. For none save its friends will read 
these last pages; only those few who care to gather by the 
fire and discuss the day’s pastime wherein each had some 
part. To this intimate group, indeed, there is scarce need 
of explanation; a little gossip will suffice, so that no 
afterglow of the pleasure be wasted before it is all over and 
forgotten in the press of to-morrow’ s duties.

Never a book had happier title, and if we were ourselves in 
some doubt as to the double meaning of the name, the 
L a r k ’s flight has progressed now through a measurable 
arc, so that we can see its aim.

Were its humour more obvious, we should have been 
able to figure the equation of its curve, and solve its pur
pose—but there were two unknown quantities^ to complicate 
its irresponsibility, and its humour was, as the Calculists 
say, a variable function of the more serious factor.



)N TREE, OR BUSH, NO LA R K  IS EVER  
S E E N . — Grahame.

E  are at one, then, in the belief that the 
spirit of humour is elusive, though it has 
been defined variously by .Esthetics.
W e know not what it is, but something 
of what it is not, that we know. In its 
highest form it must embody some truth 
of life, however grotesquely distorted, as 

a concave mirror parodies the figure, but retains its unity. 
This may be done grossly or subtly; it may be done with 
good or evil intent, but, to be worth while, humour must 
work from the living model, — from human nature as we 
find it, and not from a reflection.

Whatever page of the L a r k  would have been 
incomprehensible to our grandparents, or shall be a 
mystery fifty years hence, has failed in its purpose. Humour 
to have literary quality, must be universal; it must appeal 
to every race and generation of the elect, for it did not 
begin and it shall not end with us.

It is this field that we have tried to explore, and now the 
secret is out, all may see how little has been done, after all. 
But in that little there is neither satire, nor parody, nor 
ridicule. It has been sufficient unto itself.

It is, indeed, too easy to criticise and pick the flaws out 
of endeavour; a fit pursuit for the callow and the jaded, but 
not for the confidence of youth. There must be reviewers, as 
there must be public executioners, but it is a shameful trade 
at best, and unless a man has done better work than that 
he judges, his word weighs not a hair with the intelligent. 
Satire is a weapon that should pierce shams and falsities, it 
is no tool to spit mice. Ridicule and Parody, its baser 
types, serve in the stead of original ideas with those that 
would pose for the gallery to raise a horse-laugh, and they 
seldom appear without Malice for a partner.



THE LA R K  HIS M A T IN  P E A L  HAS SUNG.
—  West.

N 1895, the Chap Book had already 
begun its successful career as the Ameri
can leader of the remarkable literary 
revolution that made the year typical of 
the vagaries of the 4‘ end of the cen
tu ry ’ * madness. Suddenly, without 
warning, the storm broke, and a flood 

of miniature periodicals began to pour over the land.
The success of the “  Chap Book ”  incited the little riot of 
Decadence, and there was a craze for odd sizes and shapes, 
freak illustrations, wide margins, uncut pages, Jenson 
types, scurrilous abuse and petty jealousies, impossible 
prose and doggerel rhyme. The movement asserted itself 
as a revolt against the commonplace; it aimed to over
throw the staid respectability of the larger magazines and 
to open to younger writers opportunities to be heard before 
they had obtained recognition from the autocratic editors.
It was a wild, hap-hazard exploration in search of a short 
cut to Fame; it proposed to carry Prestige by storm.

But the war is almost over now, and the little wasp-like 
privateers that have swarmed the seas of Journalism are 
nearly all silenced; the freak fleet has disarmed, but who 
knows how many are missing? Not a port but gave help 
to the uprising and mustered its volunteers in the fight 
against Convention. It was a tea-pot tempest that made 
them and wrecked them, and yet, when the history of the 
Nineteenth Century decadence is written, these tiny erup
tions of revolt, these pamphleteering amateurs cannot re
main unnoticed, for their outbreak was a symptom of the 
discontent of the times, a wide-felt protest of emancipa
tion from the dictates of the old literary tribunals. Little 
enough good has come of it that one can see at present, 
but the sedition is broached, and the next rebellion may 
have more blood to spill.



THE L A R K  WAS LOST IN  HIM. -Keats.

MONG these brownies, but not of them, 
the L a r k  was almost the first in the field. 
It was, perhaps, the only one showing a 
new western impulse without local 
flavour or “  timeliness.’ ’ It was at first 
an escapade—but the echo of its shout 
of mirth committed it to gayety. It has 

never been “ popular,”  but something in the quality of 
its friends gave it repute. The L a r k  was received by 
the few who had ‘ ‘ discovered ’ ’ it with indulgence. It was., 
however, long unclassified and gained only a name for 
whimsicality under which it was supposed to make gentle 
game of its readers, baffling the serious with its inconse
quentially and the effervescent by its subtlety. The epicure 
who did not need his wit labelled took the spice of the head
line and salted the story therewith — the vulgar swallowed 
the tale whole and found little food to nourish them withal.

The L a r k  was not popular enough even to gain the 
flattery of imitation. Its bold break for typographical free
dom in the “ non-justification”  of its lines found no 
followers, and these pages are probably the last that will 
be printed with a ragged right-hand margin for years to 
come. And the last to be printed upon Chinese bamboo 
paper, too, I warrant you. We have had enough of Mon
golian irregularity in size and shape — and if subscribers have 
found holes in the sheet, it is Hong-Kong’s fault, and the 
types ruined by these artistic little lumps in the fibre have 
yet to be paid for.

Pages will be numbered and signed aiso hereafter, no 
doubt, for an editor will not have to turn so many hand
springs in each number; women will be permitted to con
tribute, even during the first year; tables of contents and 
other filling will pad out the bulk of future magazines as 
they have in the past, and the presses will not be stopped 
to expurgate a superfluous “ very,”  while a dozen other 
inelegancies are overlooked.



DOWN DRO PS—IN ST A N TA N EO U S
DROPS— THE SILE N T  L A R K . - Dodd.

AN Y a true" word was spoken in the 
L a r k ’ s jest. Much of its own history 
was turned into the N ightingale  and the 
M ilkm aid  as fast as it was manufactured. 
There were no white robed newsboys 
with garlands of green to meet the Sym 
phony Rehearsal audience, but that was 

because uur Boston agents were weak-hearted. The staff 
meetings at Campi’ s restaurant were as meagerly attended' 
as the M ilkm aid 's, and the L a r k ’ s contributions from 
celebrities as unfortunate as hers. Vivette’ s own games 
have been played, Perilla's letters written, Helen has 
smiled and Little Sister received six pairs of silk stockings 
to her birthday, thanks to her judicious advertising.

Candour, however, has been a dangerous policy, for if 
one w ill write oneself down and turn fact to fiction, one’s 
personal friends are likely to play the same game less know
ingly, and turn fiction back to fact.

And now, to cut short prattle,— for there is one more 
serious page of this thesis, and her scoffers will say the 
L a r k  made a great to-do about dying,— let us postpone 
the correlating of finesse and naivety the justification of 
tours-de-force and set forms of verse. It has been hinted 
before, anent humour, that there are compensations in super
civilization, and these modern reactions of feeling amplify 
the sum of sensation, rather than diminish it.

The absolute lack of Realism in the L a r k ’ s  pages, 
needs no explanation other than the personal taste of its 
writers, moved to Romanticism by age, by climate and by all 
the traditions of western life. They have held amusement 
the chief function of fiction, and that fidelity to fact is f  
on another ideal. So they would use their tales for" 
and their sermon for instruction,— with a few fablr >
in to straddle the two aims.



GAT L A R K  OF HOPE, THY SILE N T  SONG 
RESUM E! —Wordsworth.

A D  the L a r k  sought deliberately for a 
unique policy to exploit, — a new field, 
untrampled by the ruck of the army of 
periodicals, — no fresher pastures could 
have been found than the Optimism 
toward which it flew ingenuously and in
stinctively, feeling for the North. That 

it has travelled steadfastly in this direction, is its only reason 
for existence and its one claim to serious recognition.

For it has been a decade of small things and minor 
poesy, and the L a r k  was too amateurish an effort to stand 
for much more than a sincerity of impulse. But, though 
small, it has been a positive protest, — not in the debased 
meaning of the word, but in its original significance. It 
has protested the joy of life, the gladness of youth and 
love, and the belief that these shall endure. To have 
struck this note, month by month (no matter if a little off 
the key at times) is its apology for being. To have 
done it gayly with a native and unaffected spontaneity, is its 
hope for remembrance.

Not that joy and content are all of life, nor perhaps, 
the best part either, but there was room elsewhere for 
tragedy and the lesson of sorrow. Its appointed office 
was to refresh and gladden, —to pipe the tune of hope 
while the Spring was budding and the flowers afield. 
This is the mood that cannot be forced, and when- the pace 
lags and the thoughts stray inward, one must have done 
with Maying and be about the world’s work.

But the little spring that we have wattled overflows its 
margent and trickles down into the brook and joins the 
river, sweetening and cooling the eddies of the flood. 
Haply some careless hand may break the rushes and dis
covering the fount, cast in a spray of honeysuckle and of 
mint, to be borne down to us, where the stream broadens 
and flows smooth and quiet between the fields!

— Gelt It Burgess.



SO THE SW EET LARK, HIGH POIS’D
IN  AIR

SHUTS CLOSE HIS PINIONS TO HIS
BREAST. —A llan Ram say.

O T  that w e shun the darkness o r  the ra in , 
Not that w e f e a r  the hazard o f  the cold ; 

Not that w e shrink fr om  sorrow s o r  fr om  
pa in ,—

Or dread the hit ter  ness o f  g r ow in g  o ld !

B u t w h ile Spring flow ers , and while the skies are blue, 
We hoard  Life's gladness f o r  an heritage,

Thai Winter’s sunshine may the S prin g renew,
And a ll Youth's p lea sures live to dow er age.
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